Doc Brown here! Rumor has it that you want to learn about the history of Epoh College? Well, Great Scott, let’s hop in my DeLorean and get started! First stop, the 1860s when Epoh was getting its start in Danlloh, Chirn.”

**Non-Dutch minority growing**

**Rachel Berry**

*Your Average Teenage Dream*

Epoh College will celebrate its fifth commencement ceremony this Sunday at the local Reformed church. The class of 1869 has 10 students, four of whom are non-Dutch. The college prides itself on being a school rooted in the Reformed church, and it is a place where everyone is welcome, said President Philip Spleth. Epoh’s diversity hasn’t been without struggle. Many students find it difficult to understand students of other ethnic backgrounds. Each concurrent class has had an important element of diversity, with students from different backgrounds.

Though the Holland community is almost 95% Dutch, Epoh continues to attract students of other ethnic backgrounds to the college. This creates a vibrant learning community where students are able to learn from each other’s cultures.

When questioned about a recent revision of the little known Policy for Student Dress, the president declined to comment. The 17 students of Epoh seem to have mixed feelings about the new policy. Many of the protestors are female.

“Why should the men of this fine institution be permitted to expose a slander of their shins when the garter fails and yet I am called to possibly expand the college in the future.”

**Scandalous attire on campus**

A disturbing trend has beset Epoh College in the past days, weeks, months and yes, even years. The female students of this institution are shamefully engaging in scandalous attire.

On Oct. 3, Epoh founder Dr. Sutrebla X. Nav Etlaar noticed a gaggle of female students striding through the recently renamed Market Square with their ankles—yes, their ankles—exposed. This outrageous behavior goes against the principles Epoh was founded on.

“The fact that these females consider themselves above the rules and standards of propriety deeply saddens me,” a still-shaken Dr. Nav Etlaar said.

“There has been general unrest amongst our growing student body about the school’s policy on dress.”

“When questioned about a recent revision of the little known Policy for Student Dress, the president declined to comment. The 17 students of Epoh seem to have mixed feelings about the new policy. Many of the protestors are female.”

**Fifty cent tuition hike angers Epoh students**

**Rachel Berry**

*Your Average Teenage Dream*

Epoh College recently announced its first tuition increase in the history of the college. Tuition will increase from $30 to $10.50 in the 1880-81 school year.

The administration cites rising coal and labor costs for the increase. The college is also interested in setting aside funds to possibly expand the college to two buildings in the coming years, providing some relief to the crowded Van Vleck Hall.

“We want to continue providing the best education at Epoh possible,” said President Selachio Toot in his address to students. “Raising tuition was our only option to keeping students warm in the winter and the complex clean and tidy.”

Students are not thrilled about the increase, believing that Epoh already costs too much to begin with.

“I can’t believe that Toots has increased our tuition. 50 cents is three months pay. There must be some other way for them to buy coal. Have the janitors go mine it themselves,” said Barb E. Dahl (’82).

Brighton Early (’81) agreed with Dahl, but added, “I think my parents can swing the extra 50 cents, but I know that many students are upset and left the address worried. Some were crying. I feel terrible for those that can’t afford it.”

“Maybe there will be more scholarships this way” said Crystal Ball (’83). ‘Epoh can be seen tuition, page 2’

**Beginnings of a rivalry?**

Report writer witnesses Epoh-Nivlac faceoff

Mr. Shankly

*A Sickening Whirl*

It appears that this reporter has landed himself in the 1860s via his time-trouncing device. I do hope that my very presence here has no pernicious effect on the veritable progression of history. Instead I hope that I can merely gain insight into the noble history of this dear college that I attended. Up ahead I think I may be viewing an event of some significance.

“I hold great faith with you,” said Arthur, the blue and orange spirited ne’er-do-well, “I think my parents can swing the extra 50 cents, but I know that many students are upset and left the address worried. Some were crying. I feel terrible for those that can’t afford it.”

“I hold great faith with you,” said Arthur, the blue and orange spirited ne’er-do-well, “I think my parents can swing the extra 50 cents, but I know that many students are upset and left the address worried. Some were crying. I feel terrible for those that can’t afford it.”

“Maybe there will be more scholarships this way” said Crystal Ball (’83). ‘Epoh can be seen tuition, page 2’
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Tuition increases, student protests turn violent

**TUITION, from page 1**

be pretty stingy" In response to the increase, some students are organizing a protest. Signs have been found in the library and dining hall. However, it is not clear who is responsible or what exactly they have planned.

When asked to comment about these activities, President Tooc said, "I don’t know who these students are, but they have no right to protest such logical measures. The increase is necessary and it’s going to happen. There’s nothing more to discuss."

Women of Epoh stand up to discrimination by lifting their skirts

**ATTIRE, from page 1**

a harlot when the wind blows my skirt up?" asked Meredith Van Tassel (78).

Male students seem to be largely in support of the policy, stating that the female form is a constant distraction and they feel that they will be closer to God if the female form is not a constant distraction.

A protest has been scheduled for Wednesday in the forested area of campus with the pine trees just west of Van/Reg. Van Tassel, along with three other female students, plans to raise her skirt and reveal her ankles until the four Epoh faculty members involved were led away with ropes tied around the ankles to ensure the discrimi- nation against the female form is backw ards and it is time for the members of Epoh to appreciate what both men and women can offer.

Omsoc, Amigos follow Lanretarf as Social Clubs

Cindy Lee Who

SAGs CHRISTMAS

This spring, the Lanretarf literary club was forced to turn away potential new members for initiation into the organization. They simply had gotten too large, and we cannot allow every man in who wishes to serve this brotherhood. We have to be the bad guys, and it had to happen," an organization member said about the turn of events.

Historic, intellectual and cohesive, the Lanretarf men’s literary club was founded in 1834. Since its founding, Epoh College has diversified exponentially (several non-Dutch students have recently enrolled). With this diversity comes a need for more organizations for men of the Lanretarf nature. Lanretarf has adopted the motto, “The Few and Chosen,” and has thus decided they have the sole power to choose for men in their organization.

While their choosing of certain individuals has potential to cause an uproar, those who were turned down have chosen to begin a new organization. The college supports growth in this arena, as the results of a Greek literary society has fructified life on campus.

President Namlub declared, “If I were a student at Epoh, I would join this organization in a heartbeat; I love what they stand for and what they do. There is need of a similar group buzzing, and I will support the creation of another healthy, intellectual group of young men.”

While Lanretarf remains primarily Dutch, the new literary club (unofficially titled Omsoc) seeks to promote “Unity through Diversity.” Their goal is to accept new members regardless of ethnicity. They still need official approval from Epoh administration but hope to be instated by 1890.

The students behind Omsoc said, “We like what Lanretarf has but not the syllabus. It provides an outlet of creativity, as well as a means of socialization. Forming Omsoc will make this opportunity available to more students. It can only be a positive thing.”

While the women of Epoh remain few in number, there have already been murmurs of a similar club starting for women. Further behind in the process, these women hope to instate Samgs by 1906.

Beyond Dutch: Campus experiences diversity

**DIVERSITY, from page 1**

Christian faiths. I think it brings us all together more,” said Harry Beard (72).

“Though I enjoy going to Epoh, I wish we had more stu- dents, maybe some of color or of a non-Protestant religion,” said a student, who wished to remain nameless.

Two students provoke lasting rivalry

**RIVALRY, from page 1**

“Why you tottering, lilly-livered lout! You are simply jealous that your bard who adorns him- self with wings now refuses to even step foot upon the putrid grounds of your place of learn- ing,” said Franklin.

“I ought to strike you upon the cheek with this gaudylet and thereby ignite a rivalry between our camps which will in future generations be commemorated in the playing of heated tests of athleticism,” said Arthur.

“Unhand me you dogy knave! You have struck me,” said Frank- lin.

“It is now settled you artless mounting bad guys, students will en- sure that the flame of this ever- lasting hatred burns strong in their hearts,” said Arthur.

“Haughty, vain, foppish rascal you! You have the ar- rogance to think that your im- pedence here will have some degree of lasting impact on the course of history for our two schools! If we were to start a heated and substantial rivalry, it would surely not be because of something so trivial as this,” concluded Franklin.

Interesting, it appears that that exchange of antiquated in- sults was the spark required to cause our schools to hate each other for the rest of time. I have already learned some very interesting things about the history of this college I wonder what else I will find as I continue to jump through time.
FORDISM TRAINS THE WORKERS

Henry Ford was a master planner. He understood that if you want to get the maximum output from your workers, you have to create an environment that makes them feel safe and respected. That's why he invented the assembly line, which not only increased production but also made it possible to pay workers a decent wage. This way, the workers had enough money to buy the products they were making, creating a virtuous cycle of consumption and production.

But Fordism wasn't just about efficiency; it was also about control. The factory floor was a place where workers were trained to do one thing and one thing only, and the management had complete oversight over their work. This system of mass production and control was not just limited to manufacturing but also extended to other areas of society, including education and politics.

The Rise of Consumerism

Fordism led to the rise of consumerism, where people were encouraged to buy things they didn't need just to keep up with the Joneses. This wasn't just about materialistic desires; it was also a way to control people. By making them dependent on debt, the banks were able to keep people on the hook and prevent them from challenging the system.

The Beginning of the End

As more and more people fell into debt, they became more and more desperate. This led to an increase in crime and social unrest, with people turning to illegal substances as a way to cope with their financial stress. This, in turn, created a cycle of addiction and debt, making it harder and harder for people to break free.

We're in the 2010s now, but be careful, you don't want to create a time paradox resulting in a chain reaction that could unravel the very fabric of the space time continuum and destroy the universe!
Rekcobrekinc Theatre undergoes renovations for talkie films

Grace Kelly
Princess of Monaco

The days of silent movies are over, and the Rekcobrekinc is planning on being a part of the racket. This coming spring break, the Rekok is undergoing renovations to install the necessary equipment required to show talkies, movies with recorded sound and voice. Kire Grebla, director of theatre productions and professor of the arts, says the change is for the best.

“We have this wonderful and surprising new technology, and it would be detrimental to the students here if we lacked this technology. “But this new technology, and the change is for the best.

Students here if we lacked this technology, and the change is for the best.

“We have this wonderful and surprising new technology, and it would be detrimental to the students here if we lacked this technology. “But this new technology, and the change is for the best.

There are also concerns expressed by various concerned community members about the noise level of these new films. “Because actors and actresses have to talk over the noise, it will be louder. What will happen to our children’s ears?”

Students, however, are excited about the new prospect. “I think it will be exciting to see new films, and it will be a lovely treat for me and my gal,” says Nhoj Netnervoguovrednav ’29.

Indeed, most students are keen on the idea of hearing attractive new celebrities talk and sing. The first film to be viewed will be Nod Nauj, starring the legendary actor Nohj Eromyr-ruh. The renovations will be completed Hcram 28, with the film opening Lirpa 1.

Local coffee joint S’ollejnomel accused of selling alcohol despite strict Prohibition laws

Stumbling out of Sollejnomel after a group meeting on Monday, Betty Smith (’22) had a thing or two to say about her latte.

“It wasn’t a latte,” she said. “Well it wasn’t only a latte. There was something funny about it.”

Smith claims she had been served alcohol during her visit to Sollejnomel. She is one of an increasing number of Epoh students to make claims about Sollejnomel being an illegal speakeasy establishment. Her case, however, might be the one to bring Sollejnomel down.

The unsuspecting Smith ordered her usual drink, only to find it had been mistakenly spiked by a barista.

“I mean, Sollejnomel is the cat’s meow, and usually I don’t take any wooden nickels from nobody, but boy I had an edge by the bottom of my cup of joe,” Smith said, who seemed deeply concerned about the well-being of her fellow students.

Other students, coerced by the idea of easily accessible alcohol in these present dry days, are attempting to keep the Betty Smith accident underwraps.

“They put giggle water in my java! Don’t they know about the prohibition? Sollejnomel is just a hooch-sellin’ juice joint these days,” said a frazzled Smith.

Workers at the establishment are attempting to keep the situation under wraps. If they were to be caught, Sollejnomel would pay extensive fines and may risk being shut down.

“You’re gonna have to take that one to the big cheese,” said one employee when asked for a comment. “Ain’t none of my beansaw.”

“What’s eatin’ this Smith girl?” said a regular Sollejnomel customer. “She’s full of baloney.”

Investigations have followed Smith’s claim, but nothing has been proved so far. Her attempts to bump off the local café seem to be more like calls for attention.

“Oh, horsefeathers,” said one Sollejnomel aficionado. “That ol’ Jane will come around.”

Sollejnomel continues to sell customer favorites throughout the prohibition. However, due to the Great Depression, double punch Tuesdays have been cancelled.

While some customers are outraged by their lone punch, others have caught the Depression spirit.

“It’s a time for simplicity,” said an optimistic Epoh student. “All I need is a cup of joe and a cigarette in the morning. I don’t mind losing my double punch Tuesdays. At least we can still smoke inside!”
Ebeb: Every girl wants to get married right after high school. We’re getting married in June. I hope to move to the suburbs, find a house, and start a family right after graduation. My fiancé agrees, of course. My fiancé, Ynnhoj, if you’re reading this, I would much rather wear an apron than a stethoscope any day. Tell us what you think about the housewives of America. Do you think a girl can possibly live up to the pristine standards for wives and mothers that you see in Holland today?

Eirelav: The housewives I know from Third Reformed are my heroes. They run wonderful households. I only hope that my angel food cakes turn out as fluffy as theirs do. Can you see yourself working and using your degrees professionally farther down the road?

Eirelav: All I want is to take care of my husband forever. I’ll get a teaching job if I have to, but I really hope my sweetie makes enough as an accountant to support us. I’d much rather manage the household than have to earn a paycheck.

Ebeb: At this rate, working will be my only option if I end up single and have to support myself. Ynnhoj, if you’re reading this, I would rather wear an apron than a stethoscope anywhere. Take the hint, dear.

What are your current plans for life after graduation?

Eirelav: My boyfriend proposed a week ago! We’re getting married in June. I hope to move to the suburbs, find a house, and start a family. Ebeb: Every girl wants to get married right now. I’m not an exception. I’ve dated Ynnhoj since freshman year—I don’t know why he’s being so slow to propose. I suppose I’ll get a job as a nurse until his cold feet go away.

How do you think Epoh has prepared you for your future career as a housewife?

Eirelav: Well, I’m an elementary education major, so I think I’m capable of handling my own 7 or 8 children, Lord-willing. My field placement in second grade convinced me that I want a BIG family. My fiancé agrees, of course.

Do you ever wish you had started a family right after high school rather than coming to college?

Ebeb: Don’t get me started. Most of my girlfriends got married when they were 18. I’m a nervous wreck; I just turned 21 in January, and there’s no sign of diamonds anywhere.

What brought you to Epoh College?

Eirelav: My mother’s sister went here—she was one of the first Krelky girls to graduate in ’36. And I figured, what better place to meet a wonderful guy than a friendly Dutch community? Everyone said college was the place to find a husband.

Ebeb: I decided I might as well become a nurse so I didn’t find Mr. Right in high school—lots of my friends are going into nursing anyhow. I heard that Epoh’s nursing program was reputable, so here I am.

The Ranchor caught up with female students and soon-to-be-grads Eirelav Reemrednav (’50) and Ebeb Rekkab (’50), asking them for their thoughts and opinions on life after graduation from Epoh.
Dear Editors:
I am writing to encourage each and every one of you to visit the cinema this week to view the new film "Star Wars." This movie displays fresh acting talent and the sharpest technology known in Hollywood. In fact, director George Lucas created his own company, Industrial Light & Magic, to explore and utilize new concepts like "green screening." Despite the fair good looks of Mark Hamil as Luke Skywalker, I suggest you pay more attention to newcomer Harrison Ford as Han Solo. Ford has the talent to go very far in Hollywood, while I suspect Hamil and Carrie Fisher will just sit around and do drugs. Also, viewers should note that this film is titled "Episode IV: A New Hope." While Lucas plans on releasing two more films to continue the storyline through "Episode VI," many curious readers about episodes I, II, and III. Rumor has it that they may be released at some future date -- hopefully not too far off! Can you imagine the torture if audiences had to wait 30 years to see the pre-story? Could you further imagine the torture if Lucas chose the worst cast imaginable to portray that pre-story? Hopefully the talent of the current episode will serve as a benchmark for any future films.
Respectfully, Annie Oakley

Dear Ground Control:
The administrators have been acting like "fickle: change this; we need more money" and "don't have pre-marital sex!" As an acting like rock stars. For perspective, consider this comparative analysis between rock star David Bowie and President NelyWNAV: NelyWNAV gets down with the Board of Directors. Bowie gets down with Queen. Sometime, Bowie feels like jazzy for blue jean. Sometimes, NelyWNAV feels like wearing a blue tie instead of a red one. And Bowie's haircut is way better.
Decide what you want from this intensive comparison, but think that the facts speak, nay, sing, for themselves.

Let's dance,
Harry Tenshilling

Dear Editors:
Okay, so, I'm really getting annoyed with all this hype about Y2K. Seriously, my friends are beginning to walk out of the room every time my mom calls on the phone and they can hear her yelling through the receiver. My grandma's started a stock of beans in her pantry. Refried. She's beginning to give it to me and my roommate is starting to wonder...what is this dude doing? Not to mention, we can't even have microwaves in our dorm rooms, so what would I do with refried beans?
Y2K seems like a hoax, if you ask me. But, if the new millennium brings in the beginning of the end, I suggest Ellegoc professors start taking classes for lunch at the Windmill instead of lecturing on the history of Rome and the importance of The Odyssey to my liberal arts education.

Sorry if this letter seems cynical, but seriously! The letter published last week proposing Epoh start a fund for "if Y2K stops clocks" was absolutely absurd. Take a chill pill, dude. Life won't change.

Thanks,
Harry Tenshilling

NOTE TO CAMPUS:
There are real and fictional letters on this page and real and fiction classifieds on page 7. Identify the real, identify the fake. Email anchors@hope.edu with your guess, and if you're right, we'll let you know. And give you a prize.

Elphaba: The Green Misstress
The Green Fantast
Grace Kelly: Princess of House
Mc. Shankly: Savviness-Face
Tracy Flick: Pink Print
Nepoleon Bonaparte: Ex-Presendy
Vince D'Agostini: Forest For Ew
Belle: Roka
Natalie Portman: Miss Print
Audrey Hepburn: Face in Peace
Tricky Dick: Peace River
Jessica Rabbit: Peace River

Tracy Flick
Tracy Flick
Tracy Flick
Tracy Flick
Tracy Flick
Tracy Flick
Tracy Flick
WANTED

Wanted: A man with big arms. I need him to move my sister out. She’s been living with me for the past month because her boyfriend was drafted for ‘Nam, and she doesn’t want to live with the parents. She goes for the tall, dark and handsome. Men of Dutch descent need not apply.

Wanted: Co-Editors-in-Chief desperately wanted! Contact the Anchor ASAP for details.

Wanted: Third floor Durfee Hall shower curtains. Anyone with information please contact Ext. 5697

Wanted: Do you know any good (or bad) jokes? PLEASE call Ethan Henderson at Ext. 6431 anytime, day or night.

Wanted: Students! Earn extra money today for the holidays and Spring Break 1988! No experience or investment necessary, opportunity to be your own boss, work your own hours, earn unlimited income, prizes and trips. Call today, Florida Sands Promotions 904-257-2467

Wanted: Part-Time Swim Instructor, 1-3 p.m. daily. Mon. thru Fri. Prefer male instructors, speedos encouraged. Apply at Dow Pool.

Wanted: Business partner wanted for up-and-coming home computer operating system company. Interested? Contact Bill Gates.


Wanted: Bouncers, servers and bartenders needed at Studio 54. Pay is negotiable.


Wanted: Album by somebody named Michael...? No talent. Want to get rid of it immediately, $3.

Wanted: Full selection of IzOD shirts. Every size and color available. $10 a piece.

Wanted: Furbies, thousands and thousands of them. They won’t shut up. Please come to my house and take as many as you want.

Wanted: Inline skates. Rode them back and forth to work for a few years. Just replaced the wheels. In great shape. $25 OBO.


Wanted: Ticke Me Elmo. $500, not up for negotiation.

Wanted: AMC Gremlin. Fair condition. Powder Blue. 145,000 miles. Power Steering. New tires and transmission. $5,000 OBO.

Wanted: Acid wash jeans. Size 32x30. Gently worn. Some holes. $10 OBO.

Wanted: Original “Air Jordans.” Never worn. $20 OBO.

FOR RESALE

For Sale: Freshman roommate for sale. Individual goes to bed at 3 a.m. every night, does not clean dirty laundry, showers bi-weekly, and snores. Interested applicants should email tak.etaway@hope.edu. Anchor classifieds are only 25 cents! What a deal!!

For Sale: Shower curtains for sale. Contact Durfee Hall, ext. 5496


For Sale: Parachute pants, gently loved. You can touch them!

For Sale: “Members Only” jacket, only worn once. Stain on bottom left side.

For Sale: Hundreds of disco records. Selection is out of this world. Contact Isaac Hayes for pricing and titles.

For Sale: Soul Train cassette tape collection. Every season available. $5 each, $50 for whole set OBO.

For Sale: Original script for every John Hughes movie. Prices negotiable; minimum price of $1,000.

For Sale: Reversible suit. Olive green on one side, green plaid on the other. Price: $30 OBO.

For Sale: Shag rug and fondue set. Shag rug was center piece of living room for eight years. Fondue set was gently used. Will barter for IKEA furniture.

For Sale: Album by somebody named Michael Jackson...? No talent. Want to get rid of it immediately, $3.

For Sale: Full selection of IzOD shirts. Every size and color available. $10 a piece.

For Sale: Furbies, thousands and thousands of them. They won’t shut up. Please come to my house and take as many as you want.

For Sale: Inline skates. Rode them back and forth to work for a few years. Just replaced the wheels. In great shape. $25 OBO.


For Sale: Tickle Me Elmo. $500, not up for negotiation.

For Sale: AMC Gremlin. Fair condition. Powder Blue. 145,000 miles. Power Steering. New tires and transmission. $5,000 OBO.

For Sale: Acid wash jeans. Size 32x30. Gently worn. Some holes. $10 OBO.

For Sale: Original “Air Jordans.” Never worn. $20 OBO.

MISCELLANEOUS

Contact: I live in Gilmore, third floor. 616.395.000.00. Just come find me. Or her.

Iran: “Give peace a chance…” Then ‘nuke ‘em!

Karen Veramay: Garbage is stinky, spinning bottles is fun, your dress didn’t fall, and still you won. You’re a very sexy woman, my heart is on fire, maybe it will fall if you reach a little higher.


Dear Schizo Walking Dead Roommate from Hell: After this weekend it’s two each!

Contact: Go skiing at Cannonsburg every Wednesday with the Ski Club! Call Ext. 6352 for more information.

Contact: Rubik’s Cube workshop. Learn how to solve the puzzle within hours. Classes run daily. Cost: $3.14 an hour.

Contact: Do you want to be a “Macho Man”? If so, contact your local Native American, Policeman, Cowboy, Construction Worker, G.I. or Biker.

Contact: All out of love? Get over yourself, life’s tough.

Contact: Itching to reveal yourself in front of thousands of people? Streaking technique classes held every Thursday at Deja Vu.

Contact: Yearning to crimp your hair? Tutorials monthly at local barbershop. Contact nearest Valley Girl.

Contact: Tired of paying for your music? Check out napster.com. You can access millions of songs and download them for FREE. No catch, no subscriptions.

Contact: Confused by Reagionomics? Instrucational classes available first Wednesday of each month at City Hall.

Contact: Dance classes now forming at local YMCA’s across the nation. Macarena, Running Man and others.

Contact: WASUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUP? Contact: I know you are but what am I? A herbivore.

Contact: Tired of never having water when you want it? Introducing BOTTLED WATER. It’s convenient, cheap and tastes better than normal city or well water. Free taste tests available at local markets.

Contact Information: To submit an ad or a classified, or to request a brochure or other information, contact our Ads Representative at anchordead@hope.edu. To contact our office, call our office at (517) 395-7877.
NAHAR sweeps the nation at the Yawallac 800

Pipi Longstocking

Dr. Kenneth Noisewater

Mr. Shankly

Nivlac spices up Epoh rivalry with new football team

Dr. Kenneth Noisewater

Mr. Shankly

Barbaric contact sports take a back seat to virtual athletics

Dr. Kenneth Noisewater

Mr. Shankly